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Competition between the tensor light shift and nonlinear Zeeman effect
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Many precision measurements (e.g., in spectroscopy, atomic clocks, quantum-information processing, etc.)
suffer from systematic errors introduced by the light shift. In our experimental configuration, however, the tensor
light shift plays a positive role enabling the observation of spectral features otherwise masked by the cancellation
of the transition amplitudes and creating resonances at a frequency unperturbed either by laser power or beam
inhomogeneity. These phenomena occur thanks to the special relation between the nonlinear Zeeman and light
shift effects. The interplay between these two perturbations is systematically studied and the cancellation of the
nonlinear Zeeman effect by the tensor light shift is demonstrated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Optically pumped alkali-metal vapors set the platform
for a wide range of precision measurements from sensitive
spectroscopy [1] and magnetometry [2–4] to quantum-state
engineering [5]. In many experiments, the key ingredient for
these types of measurements is a low-density thermal atomic
sample contained in a glass cell. The reduction of inelastic
collisions due to the paraffin coating of the cell walls or the
presence of a buffer gas in the cell ensures long lifetimes
of the ground-state observables (coherences and population
distributions of Zeeman sublevels) [6]. Such observables are
required for preparation and preservation of a well-defined
quantum state, hence the thermal samples provide a convenient
test bed for many quantum-information ideas [7]. The simple
instrumentation for this type of experiment presents an
advantage over alternative, technically sophisticated schemes.

Early experiments with thermal vapors were concentrated
on resonant absorption of light by atomic ensembles. The
resonant character of the interaction and the relatively large
number of absorbers results in strong coupling between the
atoms and the electromagnetic field. While strong resonant
interactions are helpful in reaching high signal strengths in
precision spectroscopy, metrological applications, etc., they
may perturb an atomic quantum state. Hence, over the years
the focus of interest has gradually shifted toward dispersive
interactions. Off-resonant probing is recognized in many
areas of atomic physics as an effective tool for the study of
dynamics of atomic or molecular ensembles, both external
(imaging) [8], and internal (magnetization measurements)
degrees of freedom [9]. However, nonresonant interactions
might also cause modifications of atomic states by the
ac Stark energy-level shifts, the so-called light shifts [10],
which play a detrimental role in many situations. For exam-
ple, the ac Stark shift causes problems in some quantum-
information processing protocols [11] and in nondestructive
measurements in cold atomic clouds [12,13]. Elimination
of the light-shift-induced change in the atomic transition
frequency is essential in microwave as well as optical fre-
quency standards. In atomic fountains the shifts are practically
eliminated by complete extinction of the laser light between

the Ramsey interrogation periods [14]. In optical lattices, the
light shifts of the optical or microwave transition frequencies
are eliminated by cancellation of the differential ac Stark shifts
at the “magic” wavelengths of the lattice light [15,16].

On the other hand, there are cases, albeit rare, when light
shifts may play a useful role. One important example is
when the tensor light shifts compensate for the splitting and
asymmetry of the magnetic resonance lines resulting from
the nonlinear Zeeman (NLZ) effect [17]. Another example is
presented in this article.

In a standard optical-radio-frequency double-resonance
(ORDR) configuration, a resonant polarized laser beam cre-
ates, by optical pumping, an anisotropy in the population
distribution of the ground-state sublevels [1–3,18]. A static
magnetic offset field, applied along the quantization axis, tunes
the separation of the Zeeman sublevels into resonance with
an additional magnetic field oscillating at a radio frequency
(rf). The rf field causes transitions between the Zeeman
sublevels thereby changing the laser-induced anisotropy and
affecting the polarization and amplitude of the beam inter-
acting with the sample. With only a linear Zeeman effect
these transitions occur at the Larmor frequency νL, which
allows many spectroscopic applications [1]. In addition to such
applications, it was recently pointed out that in magnetic fields
strong enough to make the nonlinear Zeeman effect visible,
the ORDR technique provides a powerful tool for character-
ization (mapping) of the ground-state population distribution
for quantum-information processing and quantum-enhanced
metrology [19].

In this article, we present a study of the role of the tensor
light shift in ORDR spectroscopy in cesium and describe a
situation where light shifts are crucial in retrieving precision
spectroscopic information. In our experiment we take ad-
vantage of the recently demonstrated power-broadening-free
(PBF) mode of the ORDR technique that enabled observation
of ultranarrow features in the measurement of the rotation of
the polarization plane of the laser light versus rf-field fre-
quency, at light intensities well above the saturation level [20].
This novel detection method is implemented in studies of the
competition between the NLZ effect and tensor light shift,
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for a wide range of magnetic fields and laser powers. In
particular, we show that with a negligible NLZ effect, virtually
no net resonances are visible in the PBF mode because of
the complete cancellation of contributions from rf transitions
between all neighboring Zeeman sublevels. With a small NLZ
effect, however, the interplay between the light shifts and NLZ
effect leads to the appearance of a very narrow rf signal the
width of which (4 Hz) is about twice smaller than the relaxation
rate of the ground state. Additionally, the signal displays an
interesting change of symmetry with varying light intensity.
These spectral features are made visible by the light shifts,
which lift the degeneracy of the ORDR resonances and inhibit
their cancellation. While the light shifts are crucial for the
appearance of these narrow resonances, they do not perturb
the resonance frequency of this particular structure. We believe
this feature should be useful for metrological applications.

The article is organized as follows. Section II describes
the instrumentation of the experiment. Section III presents
theoretical background to NLZ and light-shift effects. In
Sec. IV experimental results obtained in different regimes
of interplay between the light shift and NLZ splitting are
examined and analyzed, and Sec. V is devoted to the outlook
and discussion.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Our experimental setup is essentially the same as that in
Ref. [20] (Fig. 1). A light beam of 2 mm diameter and power
up to 6 mW is provided by a distributed feedback laser. It
propagates in the y direction and interacts with Cs vapor
contained in a paraffin-coated cylindrical glass cell (diameter,
20 mm; length, 20 mm). The laser light is frequency stabilized
to the F = 4 → F ′ = 3 transition of the cesium D1 line using
the Doppler-free dichroic laser-lock technique [21] and its
frequency is monitored by a standard saturated-absorption
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Geometry of the experiment. A linearly
polarized light beam propagates along the y direction and interacts
with a sample of Cs atoms contained in a paraffin-coated glass cell.
The polarization of the light direction is tilted by an angle α with
respect to the z direction of the offset magnetic field Boff . Cesium
atoms additionally interact with the rf magnetic field Brf oscillating
along the y axis. The polarization state of the light is measured with
a balanced polarimeter consisting of a polarizing beam splitter and
two photodiodes.

setup. The polarization of the light beam is oriented at an
angle α to the static offset magnetic field, Boff , applied along
z. The atoms additionally interact with the oscillating magnetic
field Brf polarized in the y direction with its frequency tuned
to the transitions between Zeeman sublevels of the ground
state. With the quantization axis along z and α = 0◦, the light
beam is π polarized, hence, it drives the �m = 0 transitions
between magnetic sublevels of the ground and excited states.
The ambient magnetic field is suppressed by use of five layers
of cylindrical shields made from 2-mm-thick µ metal with
end caps. The light transmitted through the cell is analyzed
by a polarimeter consisting of a polarizing beam splitter and a
commercial balanced amplified photodetector. The resulting
differential signal is processed by a lock-in amplifier and
demodulated in phase with the rf-field frequency. The signal is
recorded as a function of the rf-field frequency and normalized
to twice the incident light intensity. It, thus, yields the angle of
the polarization-plane rotation, provided the rotation is not too
large. The rf field is generated by two coils (10 cm diameter)
in the Helmholtz configuration, driven by a signal generator
with the constant amplitude for all measurements. Since the
linearity of the atomic response on rf-field amplitude has been
verified, the measured spectra have been corrected for a change
of coil impedance with driving rf frequency.

III. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A detailed discussion of the reduction of power broadening
in the ORDR technique is presented in Ref. [20]. In short,
a strong, saturating resonant excitation between the F = 4
and F ′ = 3 states bleaches the F = 4 ground state and
optically pumps the F = 3 state [Fig. 2(a)]. That leads to
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FIG. 2. (a) Cesium 6 2S1/2 → 6 2P1/2 transition (D1 line) energy
structure with the splitting of the F = 3 state caused by the linear
(LZ) and nonlinear Zeeman (NLZ) effects. The single-ended arrow
represents the frequency of the laser beam used in the experiments,
the shaded circles symbolize populations of hyperfine components
of the ground state, and the double-ended arrows represent the rf
transitions between neighboring sublevels. (b) rf spectrum signal
components generated by transitions between degenerate (linear
Zeeman effect) and nondegenerate (nonlinear Zeeman effect) sub-
levels. Solid (dashed) lines in the spectrum represent a contribu-
tion to the signal from atoms populating sublevels with positive
(negative) magnetic quantum number m.
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a new distribution of atomic population (atomic alignment)
in the F = 3 ground state which is successively modified
by the rf-field-generated transitions between the ground-
state magnetic sublevels with �m = ±1. The rf transitions
between the sublevels of F = 3 manifest via polarization
rotation of the off-resonant light beam which also serves
for optical pumping. The large detuning (about 9 GHz) of
the light from the probed F = 3 → F ′ transitions results
in a negligibly weak perturbation of the atomic distribution
in the F = 3 state during probing. Specifically, for the
resonant Rabi frequency � = 100 MHz (corresponding to
1 mW light power), the off-resonant saturation parameter
is GF=3 = �2/(γ� + δν2

hfs) = 10−4, where � and γ are the
excited- and ground-state relaxation rates, respectively, and
δνhfs is the 9.19-GHz hyperfine splitting between two ground
states F = 3 and 4. For the same intensity, the on-resonance
saturation parameter GF=4 is eight orders of magnitude larger.
The very small value of GF=3 indicates that there is practically
no optical excitation on the F = 3 → F ′ transition, and the
light-power broadening of the rf resonance is negligible.

In strong magnetic fields, the quadratic term in the
magnetic-field dependence of the energy of the Zeeman
sublevels becomes important and hence the magnetic-field
energy shift of the sublevel m of an alkali-metal-atom ground
state is given by [22]

�EB
m ≈ ± 2

2I + 1
µBmBoff ± µ2

BB2
off

δνhfs

[
1 − 4m2

(2I + 1)2

]

= ±hνLm ± �ENLZ
m , (1)

where µB denotes the Bohr magneton, ± refers to hy-
perfine components F = I ± 1/2, I is the nuclear spin
(I = 7/2 for Cs), and h the Planck constant. Equation (1)
includes the approximation in which the nuclear contribution
(1/IµImBoff) is neglected. For small Boff (i.e., when NLZ
effect is negligible), the energy difference between all pairs of
neighboring sublevels is equal and, hence, components of the
rf signal associated with transitions between specific sublevels
all appear at the Larmor frequency νL = 2µBBoff/(2I + 1)
represented by the first term of Eq. (1). For stronger fields, the
nonlinear term �ENLZ

m [i.e., the second term in Eq. (1)] leads
to nonequal energy differences between neighboring sublevels
that manifests via a splitting of the ORDR signal into several
components (Fig. 2). If the NLZ splitting of the transition
frequencies is comparable to or exceeds the ground-state
relaxation rate, ORDR signal generated by atoms in the
F = 3 state consists of six resolved components (Fig. 2). The
separation between two adjacent Zeeman sublevels is equal to

�EB
m+1 − �EB

m

h
= νL − ν2

L

δνhfs
(2m + 1); (2)

thus, the distance between the neighboring lines in rf spectrum
generated by NLZ effect equals 2ν2

L/δνhfs. The amplitudes
and signs of the components reflect the population differences
between adjacent sublevels, the laser detuning, and the
relevant Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, which allow state
mapping such as described in Refs. [19,23].

In the case of the PBF resonance probed by a nonresonant
beam, the rf resonances associated with the transitions between
m � 0 and m � 0 sublevels appear with opposite signs [20].

Thus, if the NLZ effect does not remove the degeneracy of all
the transitions, the PBF resonance associated with alignment
cannot be recorded, since all the resonance components cancel
totally; they become visible only when the NLZ effect is
relevant [Fig. 2(b)].

Since the PBF technique employs nonresonant excitation,
it is essential to carefully analyze the effects of the resulting
light shifts. Based on the analysis presented, for example, in
Ref. [10], the total light shift can be decomposed into three
contributions according to their geometry or symmetry: the
scalar, vector, and tensor contributions. In the special case of
an alkali-metal atom perturbed by linearly polarized light, the
scalar shift has no effect on the rf signal, while the vector one
affects the position of the signal versus the rf-field frequency
but does not change its overall structure [10]. On the other
hand, the tensor light shift �ELS

m does change the frequencies
of individual rf transitions between neighboring sublevels
thanks to its quadratic dependence on the magnetic quantum
number m,

�ELS
m = hA(3 cos2 α − 1) [3m2 − F (F + 1)]IL, (3)

where IL is the light intensity, α is the angle between initial
polarization and Boff , and A is a coefficient depending on the
wavelength of light, its detuning from the transition, and the
transition width. Due to the m2 dependence, the tensor light
shift leads to unequal energy differences between neighboring
sublevels, which modifies the frequencies of the rf-signal
components. The same quadratic dependencies of the light
and NLZ shifts make it possible to cancel the two effects,
which has been discussed in Ref. [17]. While the NLZ shift is
controlled exclusively by the magnetic-field intensity, the light
shift may be varied by changing the light frequency, intensity,
and the angle α.

In order to analyze the interplay between the NLZ and
tensor light shifts, we calculated the tensor light shift for the
geometry of our experiment where cesium atoms contained in
a cylindrical cell of inner diameter d interact with a monochro-
matic laser beam of power P and diameter db = 2 mm, db � d.
Thanks to the antirelaxation coating of the cell, the atomic
ground-state observable are preserved during many collisions
with the walls and the coherence lifetime becomes as long as a
few tens of milliseconds. The measurement is sensitive to the
evolution frequency of atomic observables which is related to
the Larmor frequency, possibly perturbed by light shifts. For
long-living observables this evolution frequency depends on
accumulated phases of the corresponding Zeeman sublevels.
Since the atoms move within the entire cell volume, these
phases are perturbed by the light field only within the intervals
when atoms cross the beam. Thus, it is the volume-averaged
light intensity that determines the effective light-shift value.
For cylindrical-shaped cells, such as used in this experiment,
the averaging results in dividing the laser power over the
transverse cross section of the cell: IL = 4P/(πd2). This idea
has been also applied in Ref. [17] and verified experimentally
in [24].

Consequently, the separation of the rf-spectrum compo-
nents due to the light and NLZ shifts is

δνs = 6AIL(3 cos2 α − 1) − 2ν2
L

δνhfs
. (4)
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FIG. 3. rf spectrum of the transitions between Zeeman sublevels
of the F = 3 state for an offset field of 143 µT. The laser light of
5.5 mW power was tuned to the F = 4 → F ′ = 3 transition.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 presents the rf spectrum recorded at 143 µT when
νL = 501.86 kHz. For that field, the NLZ separation of the
rf components is equal to 54.6 Hz. Since these shifts exceed
the single-component linewidth, this is the regime where the
individual PBF resonances are clearly visible. The negligible
power broadening of the components allows them to be
observed even for relatively high laser powers (above 1 mW).
Under these conditions, the resonance widths are determined
by such relaxation mechanisms as collisions of alkali-metal
atoms with cell walls, a bulk metal surface, and spin-exchange
collisions with other atoms [6]. We have verified that influence
of a possible nonuniformity of the laser-beam profile makes a
negligible contribution to the resonance width. The resulting
widths of the rf-spectrum components is about 8 Hz full width
at half maximum (FWHM).

The spectrum such as in Fig. 3, with equal but opposite
signals recorded for the rf transitions between sublevels with
opposite m, is a signature of the F = 3 state alignment induced
by optical pumping with linearly polarized light: resonant
absorption at the F = 4 → F ′ = 3 transition and spontaneous
emission to F = 3. As verified in Ref. [20], the spectrum
amplitude exhibits linear dependence on the light power in a
range from 30 µW to 4 mW. For the light far detuned from the
F = 3 → F ′ transitions, the signs of the spectrum components
depend only on the signs of the population differences between
the given Zeeman sublevels [25].

A series of rf spectra were recorded for different offset
fields with fixed laser-beam and rf powers to demonstrate the
interplay between the tensor light shift �ELS

m and the NLZ
shift �ENLZ

m . Two quantities are introduced to characterize
how the rf spectra change with different strengths of Boff : the
amplitude and the width. The amplitudes of the spectrum refer
to the maximum and minimum rotation signals recorded in
the spectrum (in µrad). In the case of the well-resolved rf
spectrum of Fig. 3, the amplitudes of the spectrum become
equal to the amplitudes of the (mF = 3 ↔ mF = 2) and
(mF = −3 ↔ mF = −2) rf-resonance components. For the
unresolved spectra, a fit to overlapping Lorentzian functions is
used to extract the amplitude and width used for spectra char-
acterization. The amplitude of the low-frequency component
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Dependence of the spectrum amplitudes
(a) and width, δν, (b) on the offset field Boff for laser light power fixed
at 5.6 mW. (a) The amplitudes of the component observed at lower
or higher frequency (involving the mF = 3 ↔ mF = 2/ − 3 ↔ −2
transitions) are depicted with blue dots and red diamonds. Solid blue
and dashed red line represent the calculated values. (b) Two straight
lines represent the tensor light shift (horizontal) and NLZ shift (skew)
values, while dashed blue curve depicts the calculated dependence.

(the mF = 3 ↔ mF = 2 transition) is depicted in Fig. 4(a)
with blue dots while the amplitude of the other component is
marked with red diamonds.

The second quantity used to characterize the spectra is
the spectrum width, δν, defined as the distance between the
maximum and minimum of the net spectrum. In the case of
the resolved spectrum, such as presented in Fig. 3, the width is
taken as the frequency difference between the (mF = −3 ↔
mF = −2) and (mF = 3 ↔ mF = 2) resonances. It is a
measure of the difference between the values of tensor light
shift and NLZ extracted from the most distant, peripheral
resonances. Such defined, it is five times bigger than the
frequency separation between the neighboring resonances.
The data points in Fig. 4(b) show how the spectrum width
changes with Boff . Two straight lines in Fig. 4(b) represent
the values of the tensor light shift (horizontal line) and the
NLZ shift. It can be clearly seen from Fig. 4(b) that the
interplay between the NLZ and tensor light-shift results in
three distinct regimes: (Sec. IVA) strong magnetic field, where
�ELS

m < �ENLZ
m , where δν is predominately defined by the

NLZ effect, (Sec. IV B) NLZ effect compensating light shift,
�ELS

m ≈ �ENLZ
m , with δν approaching its minimum value, and

(Sec. IV C) weak magnetic field, �ELS
m > �ENLZ

m , where
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FIG. 5. Average frequency difference between rf resonance com-
ponents in the F = 3 manifold as a function of the laser power.
The frequency of the laser beam was tuned to the F = 4 → F ′ = 3
transition (∼10 GHz off the probed F = 3 → F ′ = 3,4 excitations)
and the signals were measured at Boff = 143 µT. The dashed
horizontal line represents the corresponding NLZ splitting value of
54.6 Hz and the thick line is a linear fit to the data.

tensor light shifts determine the separation between peaks (i.e.,
the net spectrum width).

A. Strong magnetic field (�ELS
m < �ENLZ

m )

Figure 5 presents the average separations between adjacent
resonances in the rf spectrum (the spectrum width) as a
function of laser power in a constant offset field of 143 µT.
The splitting decreases with the light power due to the opposite
signs of the tensor light shift �ELS

m and NLZ shift �ENLZ
m .

These data were taken with α = 0◦ corresponding to the
regime in which cancellation of the NLZ shift with the tensor
light shift is possible [see Eq. (4)]. For α = 90◦, the relative
sign of the two shifts is the same and no such compensation
would be possible (see the discussion below).

For the light frequency and intensities used in this experi-
ment, the tensor light shift does not exceed 4 Hz (Fig. 5). Since
the case of strong magnetic field is realized with Boff causing an
NLZ shift of about 54.6 Hz, the light shift is just a small fraction
of the observed separation of the signal components. Still, the
narrow linewidths of the observed resonances enable the line
positions to be monitored with high accuracy and, hence, the
light-shift values can be extracted from the rf spectra and used
data to model the experimental results for cases described in
Secs. IV B and IV C.

Equation (4) and the definition of A given in Ref. [16] are
used to model the observed dependence of the shift on laser
power. The averaged light intensity used in the model is based
on the measured power of the laser beam and the inner diameter
of the cell d assumed to equal 18 mm (cell outer diameter
being 20 mm). With the detunings of the laser from the
F = 3 → F ′ = 3 and F = 3 → F ′ = 4 transitions equaling,
respectively, 9.19 and 10.36 GHz, the value of A parameter
is equal to 1.33 × 10−2 Hz·m2/mW leading to the shift of
0.627 Hz/mW. Good agreement of the fit slope 0.655 Hz/mW
(Fig. 5, solid black curve) with the predicted value confirms
the validity of the model.

In the following sections we model the rf spectra with a set
of Lorentzian profiles representing six rf transitions between

the Zeeman sublevels of the F = 3 state. The linewidths of
the profiles are set to 8 Hz (FWHM) and their amplitudes
are chosen to match those from Fig. 3. The distance between
profiles is calculated (for a particular laser power and Boff)
from Eq. (4). As a result of the dynamics of optical pumping
on the F = 4 → F ′ = 3 transition the amplitude ratios of the
profiles vary with the laser power. However, this variation is
prominent only for laser powers below 1 mW and we neglect
it in the model for simplicity.

B. Cancellation of the NLZ splitting by the tensor
light shift (�ELS

m ≈ �ENLZ
m )

This second case represents measurements with the NLZ
splitting comparable to the light shift (offset magnetic field
below 70 µT corresponding to 10-Hz separation of spectral
components). In such cases, all components of the rf spectrum
partially overlap which, given opposite signs of resonances
between states with opposite mF, results in a characteristic
asymmetric line shape. The overlap of the components (for
Boff below 86 µT) results in an increase of the amplitude of
the spectrum [Fig. 4(a)]. The width of the feature is noticeably
smaller than the overall NLZ splitting of the components
[Fig. 4(b)].

For a fixed light power, the amplitude of the feature
and its width decrease as the value of the bias magnetic
field approaches the cancellation point when �ELS

m = �ENLZ
m

(Fig. 4). For the laser power of 5.6 mW, the cancellation of the
two shifts is observed at 37.5 µT.

Figure 6(a) presents the overall change of the signal form
around the cancellation point. The magnified details of the
spectrum in the vicinity of this point are shown in Fig. 6(b). At
this value of Boff , the separation of the peripheral resonance
components involving (mF = ±3) is as small as about 0.1 Hz.
The signal has its amplitude reduced by about ten times
relative to that of Fig. 3 and is composed of two features:
a narrow one (δν = 4 Hz) that results from the overlap of the
Lorentzian signal components with the opposite signs and a
dispersive feature of a yet unknown origin. Fitting a dispersive
curve to that feature reveals that its width is about 8 Hz
(FWHM) and amplitude remains constant in the range of Boff

(35–43 µT) around the cancellation point. Observation of this
wide feature is only possible near the cancellation point when
the amplitude of the narrow feature is small enough (2 µrad
peak to peak). Figure 6(c) presents the spectrum recorded with
�ELS

m = �ENLZ
m (cancellation point). Because of the complete

overlap of the Lorentzian rf signal components, the only
contribution to the spectrum originates from the dispersion
profile of 8-Hz width. Since the complete cancellation of
the Lorentzian rf signal components is confirmed with fitting
procedure, uncertainty of the cancellation point is defined by
fit accuracy and in case of that measurement is limited at
the 0.1-µT level. It can be easily improved by increasing
the number of rf spectra recorded in close proximity of the
cancellation point.

To characterize the competition of the NLZ and tensor
light shifts in more detail, three different measurements were
performed.

First, the scaling of the energy shifts with laser power and
magnetic field strength were verified. The exact magnitude of
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FIG. 6. Spectra of the rf transitions in the F = 3 ground state
(a) for various offset fields around 38 µT; (b) for a magnetic
field stronger than the one corresponding to the cancellation point
(38.25 µT); and (c) at the cancellation point (37.5 µT). Note the
fivefold magnification of the signal sizes in (b) and (c) relative to (a).
The width of the narrow feature in (b) is 4 Hz, while the width of the
broader pedestal in (b) and (c) is 8 Hz. All signals were recorded for
a light power of 5.6 mW.

the bias magnetic field Boff for the cancellation point was
recorded for two different laser powers. Equations (1)–(4)
allow one to predict that for α = 0◦, the cancellation �ELS

m =
�ENLZ

m occurs when

µ2
B

h2(I + 1/2)2δνhfs
B2

off = 3AIL. (5)

Since the magnitude of the light shift scales linearly with IL,
and the NLZ shift scales quadratically with the magnetic field
Boff , reducing the laser power by a factor of 2 should move the
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FIG. 7. (Color online) (a) rf spectrum demonstrating the sign
reversal of the signal for a fixed bias magnetic field of 26.86 µT
and with the laser power 2.52 mW (black), 2.75 mW (red),
2.82 mW (green), 3.06 mW (blue). (b) Modeling of the rf spectrum
line shape for the similar (2.5, 2.75, 2.9, 3.2 mW) laser powers
as in (a).

cancellation point to an offset field
√

2 times lower. Indeed, it
was confirmed experimentally that reduction of the laser power
from 5.6 to 2.8 mW shifted the cancellation point from 37.5 to
26.5 µT, which very accurately corresponds to 37.5/

√
2 µT.

Second, the change of the signal shape in the vicinity of the
cancellation point was systematically studied as a function of
the light power. For the magnetic field of 26.57 µT the cancel-
lation is expected at about 2.8 mW. Figure 7(a) represents rf
spectra recorded for light powers ranging from 2.5 to 3.1 mW.
With the increasing laser power we first observed a narrowing
of the resonance to 4 Hz and a decrease of its amplitude due
to the previously discussed competition between the NLZ and
light shifts and overlap of the components with opposite signs.
For laser powers above 2.8 mW, the light shifts dominate
over the NLZ shifts and gradually lift the degeneracy of the
resonance components, which leads to signal broadening and
an increase of its amplitude with the rising laser power.

The observed change of the signal sign was modeled with a
set of Lorentzian lines representing six rf transitions between
the Zeeman sublevels of the F = 3 state. Figure 7(b) presents
the results of the modeling. As shown, there is a good qualita-
tive agreement between the modeled and observed signals.
Quantitatively, the 4-Hz width of the narrow feature was
faithfully reproduced. The only significant difference between
the modeling and experimental data is in the appearance
of the dispersive feature near the cancellation point. While
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))

)

)

FIG. 8. Dependence of the signal width on laser power with the
laser polarization orthogonal to the bias magnetic field (α = 90◦).
Spectra were measured for an offset magnetic field of 26.86 µT.

the modeling shows that at the cancellation point all signal
components should fully compensate each other and no net
signals should be observed, in the experiment, the dispersive
signal remains visible at the cancellation point. The exact
origin of the feature is unknown, yet it is very likely it may
be associated with the fact that achieving the conditions for
the signal cancellation is very hard experimentally due to
fluctuations of laser-light intensity and finite stability of the
current source used for bias-field generation.

Third, Eqs. (3) and (4) show that for the polarization
direction orthogonal (α = 90◦) to the bias magnetic field,
the tensor light shift changes sign. In order to verify this
prediction, the laser-beam polarization was changed to be
orthogonal to the quantization axis determined by Boff

(α = 90◦) and a series of rf signals around the cancellation
point were recorded for the same values of other parameters
as in Fig. 7. Although this configuration results in a different
ground-state population distribution (different alignment), and
thus different shape of the rf signal, the resulting structure
still gives an insight into the tensor light-shift behavior. The
change of the polarization direction caused a reversal of the
light-shift sign relative to the α = 0◦ case, so that instead of
a narrowing of the structure and cancellation of the shifts,
a systematic broadening with the increasing laser power was
observed (Fig. 8). Consequently, even for 6 mW of light power,
the six-resonance structure still remains unresolved (a similar
observation of the polarization dependence of the light-shift
sign has been reported in Ref. [17]).

C. Weak magnetic field �ELS
m > �ENLZ

m

For bias magnetic fields below 10 µT, the NLZ effect
becomes negligible so that the tensor light shifts become the
dominant effect defining the width of the resonant feature
[Fig. 4(b)]. Since the contributions to the rf signal from the
atoms with opposite m values have opposite signs, the net rf
signal is canceled for degenerate transition frequencies. Thus,
for laser powers below 1.5 mW we observe features with a
4-Hz linewidth [similar to that shown in Fig. 6(b) near the
cancellation point]. Figure 9 presents the amplitude and width
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Dependence of the signal amplitude (red
diamonds) and width (blue dots) on laser power. Lines represent the
calculated values of the amplitude (solid) and width (dashed). The
signals were recorded for Boff = 0.286 µT.

(δν) of the rf spectra recorded for laser powers ranging between
0.2 and 5.5 mW and a bias magnetic field of 0.286 µT which
agree qualitatively well with the calculations performed along
the lines discussed previously. It is noteworthy that without the
light shifts, no net signal would be visible; it is only the light
shift that removes the degeneracy of the resonance frequencies
and allows for the appearance of the rf signal. Since the laser
power range used in that measurement was essentially the same
as for the light-shift measurement (Fig. 4), we conclude that the
broadening of the signal (δν from 4 to 14.5 Hz) is solely caused
by the dominant effect of the light shift of the Zeeman sublevels
rather than by any power broadening. Importantly, since the
light shifts displace the overlapping individual components of
the rf spectrum by equal amounts in the opposite directions,
the net resonance frequency becomes fully insensitive to the
light shifts. Together with a very small width and insensitivity
to power broadening, this is a remarkable feature, which may
find applications in precision metrology.

V. OUTLOOK AND CONCLUSIONS

ORDR spectroscopy in the PBF mode enables systematic
observation of the interplay between the light shifts and
nonlinear Zeeman effect with the resolution not compromised
by power broadening. The antirelaxation coating of the cell
helps to reduce the effects of magnetic-field and light-intensity
inhomogeneities thanks to the signal averaging over the entire
cell volume. With the laser frequency tuned to the F = 4 →
F ′ = 3 transition in cesium and laser polarization parallel
to the magnetic offset field, the light shifts affecting the rf
resonances in the F = 3 state have opposite signs to the NLZ
shifts. This property allows observation of the competition
between these effects, in particular, their compensation by
appropriately adjusting the light- and magnetic-field intensities
to the specific compensation point. Close to the compensation
point spectral features with extremely narrow width (4 Hz) are
observed. In the low-field and low-frequency regime, where
NLZ effects are negligible, the tensor light shifts are essential
to create signals which otherwise would not be visible at all.
In this regime the light shifts do not perturb the resonance
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frequencies of these signals. This remarkable feature should
find practical applications.

As pointed out in Ref. [20], one possible application
of the PBF mode of operation could be rf-field detection
(i.e., measurements of oscillating magnetic fields). The PBF
mode offers some advantages over standard magnetometers
based on alignment detection with on-resonance probing,
such as the possibility of suppressing detection noise and
the lack of saturation of its signal-to-noise ratio thanks
to the ability to use high laser powers without noticeable
power broadening. These allow PBF-mode magnetometers
to operate with very favorable parameters. Evaluation of
the sensitivity similar to that performed in Ref. [20] yields

50 fT/Hz1/2 for a nonoptimized rf magnetometer operating
at 1 kHz.
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